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SPACE TANG

We collar DJ, producer and director Sam
Spiegel for a chat about his oeuvre...
YOU KNOW YOU’RE INTERVIEWING someone good
when they look over the recorder and check the levels.
Sam Spiegel is a polymath, with rad excellence in film
and music. His rocket ship launched right through
‘the golden age of hip-hop’ in ’90s New York, before
shifting over to LA at age 13.
At 18, he helped produce high school buddy Fatlip
(from The Pharcyde), making several tracks for his
first solo album, the badass ‘The Loneliest Punk’, and
somewhat magically, simultaneously made music for
some of the most seminal skateboard films ever: Yeah
Right! Pretty Sweet and Hot Chocolate.
Sharing a pot of fresh peppermint tea in Soho to shift
the jet fuel from his lungs, the man behind the Squeak
E. Clean production company (with clients from Google
to Adidas and Kenzo) flows in wearing smooth threads
— some kinda woven Martina Spetlova styles. It’s soon
apparent that he has a few favourite things: the first
being outer space, collaborating with DJ Zegon on a
project called N.A.S.A., with the 2009 ‘Spirit Of Apollo’
album flying through the stratosphere with Tom Waits,
Kanye West, David Byrne, George Clinton, Kool Keith,
KRS-1, ODB to RZA. It was too much for the New York
club kids’ home of N.A.S.A. (featured in Larry Clark’s
1995 Kids film), which he visited once, and who sent
him a cease-and-desist letter.
Spiegel continued to push buttons with his N.A.S.A.
single, ‘Jihad Love Squad’: it was this that made him
start taking film seriously.
“I’d dabbled before, and we did a documentary around
the album, my friend edited it, but I had a clear vision
for the single,” he says. “I went alone to India, found
the entire cast and crew myself in Bollywood, and
there’s crazy choreography and explosions, but… it
scared the shit out of my manager and my publicist,
and when they saw the video, they both freaked the
fuck out, like, ‘I’m not putting this out’. My manager
said, ‘If you put this out, I quit’. So I was like, ‘Sorry,
this means a lot’. It was upsetting.”
They both left, and he put it out — contentious.
Fabulous. Big with the community that people felt they
were speaking for. Colour pours from a suicide vest. We

discuss the nature of our
times.
“It’s like everything
becomes so sensitive
you can’t say
anything,” Spiegel
says. “Everything, even
if there’s no offensive
intent behind it,
becomes offensive.”
Rather than working
through the masks of
monikers, he’s now
calling himself Sam Spiegel, putting music out through
his own label Spectrasonic, after dropping Interscope.
With vocals from Anderson .Paak, Doja Cat and
Tropkillaz scoring well, plus Bipolar Sunshine, it’ll be
on an album called ‘Random Shit From The Internet
Era’, after monthly drops.
With current projects such as Sensorium, he’s building
on collabs he’s done in the past, some with Crystal
Castles. There’s also the “psyche opera” Stop the
Virgens with Karen O from Yeah Yeah Yeahs, which
played at St Anne’s Warehouse in Brooklyn and Sydney
Opera House for a week, with 47 young women on
stage.
“It’s dream logic, with dance. We’ll release it soon.
Because of the skateboarding stuff, people in the
advertising world started taking notice and reached
out to me, and that kept growing. This track I did
with Karen O was used for an Adidas commercial and
went to No.1 on iTunes, and I had two lives, with my
company, and then dipping out to the studio to write
songs a few days a week. My company kept on growing,
and it became bigger than me, all my friends working
with me, pumping stuff out.”
Woah — fast! Does it get a bit, uh, warp speed?
“Sometimes I feel like my head is going to explode,
but I enjoy it, there’s a creativity in owning a business,
you’re nurturing it, and when you’re a collaborative
artist like I am, the idea sometimes shifts and grows, if
you give it care and love.” But right after the opera, “I
got something called Lyme disease. I was done, out of
it for a year or so — you sleep 18 hours a day.”
How better to wake up than working with Derrick
Green, the singer of Sepultura on a project called
Maximum Hedrum, with Harold Faltermeyer (Beverly
Hills Cop) on synths, or casual AF, “Kanye West. I
music directed Glow In The Dark, his first, amazing
tour.” What was that like? “It was
crazy and the most inspiring — he’s
a constantly churning machine of
intelligence, always going. We remixed
his songs in the Star Wars-meets-Blade
Runner aesthetic, because it was a
science fiction tour, which is perfect for
me. That’s how Kanye ended up on our
N.A.S.A. album, our lead single.”
It’s only later, post-interview, that Off
The Floor do enough research to find
out Sam is bruv junior to mega talent
Spike Jonze. Emailing, asking how
to approach it, the true vibes of just
wanting to make the world a better
place continue.
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“I love and am proud of him, but I also feel his
proximity is not essential to qualifying me as an artist.”
HAIL, FAM! And sitting with this skateboarding, DJing
and hip-hop lil’ bro, you can see why his studio is the
hotness, because it’s easy, goofy and fun. “My cat’s
called Wu Tang. I bought ‘Enter The 36 Chambers’ the
day it came out in 93!”
With N.A.S.A, he’d already dream-dated the Clan, but
the idea of taking them on the road with Impossible
Foods “a great plant-based meat company — he
just wants to fuck shit up,” who’s he gonna call, but
RZA, Ghost and GZA? And together, they’ve created
the most tripped-out, Star Trek layered dunk of a
web series in the most strangely brilliant brand
collaboration ever. “The writing, the music, the
directing — I had so much freedom,” Spiegel says. “I
tried to execute all the special FX in camera, with bad
FX like ’60s or ’70s B-movies would use, and models
and miniatures, rather than using digital stuff in the
computer. The planets are made from papier-mâché,
you can see the folds in the paper.”
Piloted on RZA’s social feeds, with the earth rising
over a dashboard with a glowing W, RZA sat upon the
Wu F. O saying: “I’ve uploaded my consciousness, I am
no longer the RZA, I am now the RZA 9000 and I have
supreme knowledge. So if you have questions, call this
number, and me and the Wu Tang will answer.”
With thousands of responses built on the mythology
of Wu Tang, and written with Sasha Markova and Eric
Andre collaborator, Dan Curry, and DP, Robert Yeoman
(who shoots a lot of Wes Anderson’s movies), it’s
space-fabulous: the thing of dreams.
•instagram.com/samspiegeluniverse
•IMPOSSIBLE FOODS + WU TANG: youtube.com/
watch?v=b8i53eYfloc
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